Celebrate the Clay Series, three historical novels spanning 800 years and uniting three strong women through a clay pot found at Romero Ruin north of Tucson. Join the author for a book talk and walking tour of this remarkable place.

Enjoy the beauty of Catalina State Park, light picnic fare, and a walking tour of the Romero Interpretive Trail. Get up close and personal with Anna, Esperanza, and Ha-wani, their lives, their struggles, and how they are connected across the centuries in a little scrap of desert beneath the rugged towers of Pusch Ridge in the Santa Catalina Mountains.

Sunday, January 20, 2019, 1:30 pm

Hosted by Sharon K. Miller, Author of The Clay Series.

There is a $7.00 admission to Catalina State Park if you do not have an Arizona State Parks pass. Entrance fees will be reimbursed by upon request. Directions to the Romero Ruin ramada are attached.

Tours are scheduled periodically throughout the year. If you would like more information, email sharon@buckskinbooks.com or visit www.sharonkmiller.com.
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